Moral and material satisfaction in civil law
The purpose of my thesis is to analyze the moral and material satisfaction in Czech
civil law. I wanted to provide a deep interpretation of these institutes which represent an
important phenomenon in our time. The importance of protection of personality increased
in the 20th century in connection with development of human and personal rights. In last
years also according to mass media and global society. My aim was not only to give the
interpretation of basic institutes and instruments of protection of personality but also to
show more extensive circumstances of this topic, set into relevant judicial cases and
European aspects.
Chapter one attempts to provide an introduction to moral and material satisfaction.
Chapter two and three are denoted to the basic institutions relating to the protection
of personality, moral and material satisfaction. They show the meaning of the institutions
and also give readers the introduction to this problems.
Chapter four provides a brief introduction to the history of protection of personality.
It is necessary to understand following interpretation. Deeply is focused on the period of
time before 1989.
Chapter five is subdivided into four parts and provides the main informations of
my thesis. Part one focuses on constitutional law which creates a basis for another law
adjustment. Part two addresses the issue of criminal law and administrative law. Part three
deals with civil law, it namely characterizes paragraph 13 of the Czech civil code which
presents the most important part of the protection of personality in our law system and
paragraph 444. Part four is concerned with special adjustment which is set in another laws.
Chapter six focuses on presumptions of remedying of protection of personality.
Chapter seven illustrates the aspects of time perspective.
Chapter eight presents the theme of my thesis according to a proposal of new Czech
civil code.

Chapter nine recommends changes to be made in legislation.
Chapter ten gives the conclusion of my thesis.

